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Greetings Returning Members,
as well as New Members, and
Happy New Year to all of you.
I am your President for 2010.
I became an active member of
EACBA several years ago at the
insistence of our wonderful and
persuasive Executive Director,
Pat Parsons. We are so lucky to
have her, but I am sure I don’t
have to tell you that.
Last year I was invited to join
the EACBA Board and was
nominated to serve as your Vice
President and program chair. With
my nomination came new challenges and uncharted waters
for me as our astute President,
Katherine Hooker, was unavailable to attend meetings, although
she was always present and
such a help through e-mail and
telephone calls. In Katherine’s
absence, I acted as your interim
President and enjoyed getting
to know more of you than in
previous years.
I have a vivid memory of that first
Board meeting last year. I was
so impressed with the commitment and enthusiasm displayed
by the Board members. One of
our founding members, Michael

Brown, has agreed to serve on
the Board for this year. Jerry
Prettyman, as well as new members, have also expressed an
interest in serving on the Board.
The Board will be reviewing and
voting on Board nominations
next week.

bar in 2006, Josh served as a
Peace Corps Volunteer in Bolivia
and as a Wilderness Instructor
for the Colorado Outward Bound
School. Josh will be looking for
new program ideas in April, so
any suggestions you might have
for upcoming meetings would be
appreciated. Please pass your
For those who may not know ideas on to Josh or to me.
much about me, I am a civil
litigator with a solo practice in We will continue to strive to
Hayward. My areas of practice make our monthly meetings eduinclude landlord-tenant, real es- cational for all, no matter what
tate, personal injury, contracts, their practice area involves. In
construction law and insurance. the past our speakers have been
I was first trained in litigation as willing to answer questions and
a defense attorney while working educate the audience who may
in large firms. After ten years, not practice in those areas.
I opened my own practice in For example, I recall practical
1999 and have enjoyed the flex- knowledge I gained after Judge
ibility and challenges it brings. I Stephen Pulido spoke last Octoam primarily a plaintiff’s attorney, ber regarding topics of interest
but occasionally defend clients. specifically directed to family law
practitioners, even though that
I am pleased to announce that is not an area I practice. I am
Josh Reed, last year’s Board confident that your attendance at
member and Secretary, has all meetings will prove to be inagreed to remain on the Board formative and rewarding and will
and will serve as Vice President compliment the speaker for takfor this year. Josh currently prac- ing the time to present the protices in the area of family law gram. I look forward to seeing
litigation in the firm of Staley each of you at our first monthly
Jobson in Pleasanton. Before meeting of the new year.
being admitted to the California

We welcome any member
to submit an article, story,
ad, or any other kind of
column idea. If interested,
please email your submission to our Editor, Cynthia
Brown.
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com
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Copyright II:
They Stole My Idea & Other Myths

The comic strip presented Bob Spongee as a one-color line drawing with arms, legs and shoes. Bob Spongee lived with his wife
Linda and daughter Bubbles on Apple Street, in a small house with
a pitched roof and picket fence. Two panels of the strip refer to a
former job and a former boss. FIG. 3.

by Gerald Prettyman

Part A: They Stole My Idea
Myth: Copyright protects ideas. False.
Copyright protects the tangible expression of the idea. 17 U.S.C.
§ 102(a). A good example is the 2007 case of Bob Spongee vs.
SpongeBob Squarepants.1

Walker also claimed to have distributed some 1000 of these
sponges at Bay Area shopping centers, street fairs, roadside
stops and flea markets. Walker also claimed to have sold another
20 sponges with the comic strip drawing via an Oakland Tribune
ad in which the advertisement sponge wears a hat and shirt, has
hair, different-shaped eyes, a larger rounded nose, and different
shaped mouth.

In the summer of 1999, TV Network Nickelodeon launched a
television program named SpongeBob Squarepants. (FIG.
1). Nickelodeon added movies in 2004, including “Sponge
for Hire.” Although a bit esoteric for adults, the show is popular with children.

-------------------- FIG. 3 --------------------

The show is set deep in the Pacific Ocean in a city called
Bikini Bottom. The inhabitants of the city include SpongeBob SquarePants, a square yellow sea sponge who lives in
a pineapple; SpongeBob’s pet snail, Gary, who happens to
meow like a cat; Squidward Tentacles, a grumpy neighbor
who lives in a moai (an Easter Island head); SpongeBob’s
best friend Patrick, who lives under a rock; Mr. Krabs,
SpongeBob’s boss and owner of the Krusty Krab; Plankton, owner of the Krusty Krab’s rival restaurant, the Chum
Bucket; and Sandy Cheeks, a sea-dome-dwelling squirrel.
Jellyfish buzz and sting like bees, worms bark like dogs,
scallops act like birds, and SpongeBob talks on a “shell
phone” and eats “sea-nut butter.” Undersea puns bubble
up throughout the program, even as life underwater seems
very familiar to life above.2
In 2007, Bay Area cartoonist Troy Walker sued Viacom Nickelodeon and SpongeBob creator Hillenburg (and former Bay Area resident) for copyright infringement. Walker claimed that he created
the character Bob Spongee in 1991 along with a comic strip depicting Bob Spongee, his family and home, and a character story
that discussed Bob Spongee’s former job.
Walker presented his Bob Spongee idea to the court in a re-creation that Bob Spongee was a rectangular-shaped kitchen sponge
with round googly eyes, line eyebrows, a dot for a nose and two
lines for a mouth. FIG. 2.
FIG. 1 ----------------------------------- FIG. 2

In 2008, U.S. District Judge Susan Illston granted summary judgment to Viacom on grounds that there are substantial dissimilarities between Bob Spongee and SpongeBob Squarepants and that
Walker failed to prove the required access of Hillenburg to Bob
Spongee. From a technical viewpoint, Judge Illston was correct.3
Bob Spongee and SpongeBob Squarepants lack “articulable similarities between the plot, themes, dialogue, mood, setting, pace,
characters, and sequence of events.”4
SpongeBob Squarepants (SBSP) has a wavy outline and trapezoid shape unlike the flat rectangular shape of Bob Spongee.
SBSP has multiple colors, eyes, a complete body with an outof-proportion head. The eyes are non-commercial, exaggerated
& have color. The nose and mouth have added depth and facial
expression, which lend to the character personality of SpongeBob
Squarepants. Bob Spongee lacks much personality.
SpongeBob Squarepants also has clothing accessories of shirt,
colored pants, and tie, belt, socks and shoes. The home is a colorfully furnished pineapple under water, and his friends are characters with well-developed personalities.
Consequently, while Troy Walker had an idea, Stephen Hillenburg
created an expression of an idea. Walker’s idea may have protection, but that protection is ‘thin’ in that there little more than the strip
that is truly creative, i.e. protectable, as an original expression of
an idea.
There are two points that make for interesting conversation. The
first, which goes to similarity, is that the court described Bob Spongee as “single dimension.”5 Bob Spongee was actually three-di-
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mensional, while SpongeBob Squarepants is only two-dimensional. This is an interesting juxtaposition where dimension loses to
detail.
The other point regards access. Courts have recognized for some
time that evidence of access and similarity may infer copying.6
The substantial similarity test is more on point where
evidence of access is absent.7 The inference here is by two-part
circular-logic.
The first part is the remote probability (which Walker claimed as
‘nil’) that two people could create anthropomorphic sponges in
combination of the name Bob. The name is interesting as neither
artist is named “Bob” or cited friends or family named Bob.
Second, Walker claimed that Hillenburg resided for a time in Northern California, and therefore had access for copying the distributed Bob Spongees. Because of the similarities and inferred access,
Walker would have us believe that there was copying. Hillenburg
attempted to stifle the access question by saying that he created
Bob the Sponge in 1989, leaving a he-said: he-said situation.
Walker, while inferentially correct, got the law backwards, because
similarity only proves access if the similarity is substantial. The
substantial dissimilarity meant that access had to be proven in
actuality, not by inference. Thus, Troy Walker lost on both points
of law.
Part B. Other Myths and Fair(y) Use Tales
1) A work must be registered with the U.S. Copyright Office to obtain a copyright, and if there is no copyright notice, a work is not
protected. False. Copyright exists from the moment of creation.
While the U.S. 1909 Act required marking, the 1976 Act brought
U.S. law to comport with the 1886 Berne Convention, which does
not require marking.
2) A purchase grants a right to use the idea in every sense. False.
A purchase, like a seat ticket, grants use, not the copyright. A play,
for example, contains copyrights in (1) the words of the play, (2)
the music & lyrics of the songs, (3) the drama of the play, (4) the
choreography, (5) the pictures & sculptures on stage, (6) the video recording, (7) the sound recording and (8) the architecture of
the buildings on the set. This list is all protected copyrights of 17
U.S.C. § 102.
3) Copyright liability is limited to the cost of purchase. False. While
some works, such as music, have statutory royalties, the measure
of infringement liability is actual damages or statutory damages,
which far exceed statutory royalties.
4) If a book is out of print, or if a work is published anonymously or
you cannot find the owner, it is in the public domain or you at least
are not liable for infringement. False. As Google recently learned,
the book publishers will collect royalties for the heirs of book
authors, who may otherwise assert infringement.

ally dependent. The measure of de minimis copyright infringement
is whether copying has occurred to such a trivial extent as to fall
below the quantitative threshold of substantial similarity.8 Courts
have held for infringement with as little as 70% similarity.9
8) a) Using something for nonprofit educational purposes is
automatically “fair use.” b) Postings on the Internet are available
for free use as fair use. Generally false but factually dependent.
Fair use only applies to “criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or
research”, but not to copying of a commercial nature.10
The determination of fair use is (1) the purpose and character of
the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or
is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of
the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted
work.11
Bio:
Gerald (“Jerry”) R. Prettyman is a licensed Attorney at Law in California and Minnesota, and is a Registered Patent Attorney with the
U.S Patent and Trademark Office. Jerry advises and assists inventors, entrepreneurs, artists and businesses with protecting their
ideas, forming successful business around the ideas, and developing business operations. Jerry started his career as a medical
technician and then became an engineer and business manager.
In 2001, Jerry became a registered patent agent, leading to his
career in intellectual property law. Please send comments to him
at grplaw@gmail.com

Otherwise known as Troy Walker vs. Viacom International, Inc.;
Nickelodeon Studios, Inc.; Paramount Studios, Inc.; and Stephen
Hillenburg, an individual. (No. 3:06-cv-04931-SI (N.D. Cal. filed
Apr. 04, 2007).
1

Linda Williams Aber, How SpongeBob Square Pants Works,
undated, available at: http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/howsponge-bob-works.htm
2

Rice v. Fox Broadcasting Co., 330 F.3d 1170, 1174 (9th Cir.
2003).
3

Kouf v. Walt Disney Pictures & Television, 16 F.3d 1042, 1045
(9th Cir.1994).
4

Order Granting Defendants’ Motion For Summary Judgment, May
13, 2008, available at http://tinyurl.com/BobSpongeeMSJOrder.
5

Lotus Development Corp. v. Borland International Inc., 49 F.3d
807 (1st Cir. 1995).
6

7

Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464 (2nd Cir. 1946).

5) If the author gives you a copy without charge or fails to enforce
the copyright, a) it is not a copyright violation if you post it on the
Internet, or b) the owner loses the copyright. False x 2. Copyright
is a property right. A person may loan or give use of the property,
or even lose the property, without losing the rights of ownership.

8

Ringgold v. Black Entertainment Television, Inc., 126 F.3d 70
(2d Cir. 1997).

6) If you give credit to the author, you do not need permission to
use the work. Generally false but factually dependent. Avoiding
the consequence of plagiarism is not related to fair use or the consequences of copyright infringement.

10

7) It is not copyright infringement if you only use a small portion of
a work or change the work by 10 to 20%. Generally false but factu-

BensBargains.net, LLC v. XPBargains.com, 2007 ILRWeb (P&F)
2453 [SD Cal, 2007].
9

Princeton University Press v. Michigan Document Services, Inc.,
99 F.3d 1381 (6th Cir. 1996) (en banc) and American Geophysical
Union v. Texaco, Inc., 60 F.3d 913 (2d Cir. 1994) (holding that fair
use does not apply where copying for students and researchers
was of a commercial nature.)
11

17 U.S.C. § 107.
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35 Revisions of Professional Conduct
Rules Win Approval
The State Bar of California
After nine years of work by its Rules Revision Commission, the
State Bar Board of Governors has approved 35 revisions of the
California Rules of Professional Conduct on issues ranging from
lawyers as third-party neutrals and fees to communication with a
represented person and competence.

EACBA HOLIDAY PARTY

“Approving the first batch of new Rules of Professional Conduct
is an important step towards finalizing the process,” said Michael
Marcus, chair of the Discipline Oversight Committee. “All California
lawyers owe a debt of gratitude to the Rules Revision Commission
for its years of hard work.”
For easier reference, the numbering of all the new rules are being
changed to conform to the numbering system and subject area of
the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
At its November meeting, the Board of Governors approved rule
revisions that:
• Require an attorney serving as a third-party neutral to explain the
difference between an advocate and third-party neutral to someone
unlikely to be aware of the distinction. (Rule 2.4)
• Retain California’s current standard prohibiting, for disciplinary
purposes, an “unconscionable fee.” The commission had been
considering adopting the ABA’s standard that prohibits an “unreasonable fee.” (Rule 1.5)
• Follow the ABA Model Rule that expands ex parte communication
to include all represented “persons.” The current rule applies only
to a represented “party.” (Rule 4.2)
• State that a lawyer shall not intentionally, recklessly or repeatedly
fail to perform legal services with competence. The rule defines
“competence” in any legal service as applying the diligence, learning, skill and mental, emotional and physical ability reasonably necessary for the performance of such service. (Rule 1.1)
Proposed rules dealing with sex with a client and conflicts of interest
were referred back to the commission for further work. Proposed
rules on reporting the egregious behavior of another attorney and
business transactions and adverse interests were tabled until the
January meeting for further discussion.

Photo credit goes to Bill Adams
William F. Adams Law Offices
Pleasanton
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MEMBERS ADVERTISING
FOR RENT
Pleasanton office for rent at Signature Center.

Share space with estate attorney James J. Phillips.
Call or email him at mail@jamesjphillips.com 463-1980.

ATTORNEY SERVICES
DIGITAL TRANSCRIPTION AVAILABLE
Need a pleading typed up quickly? Need an Attachment to Judgment typed
up right away? Have correspondence that just can’t wait? Dictate from the
comfort of your office or home -- download it from your computer to mine!
Over 27 Years Experience | Quick Turn-Around Time | References Available
Member of LAVLPA | CONTACT: LIZ PRISTIA at (925) 980-0950 or
EMAIL: lpristia@comcast.net
THE OTHER BAR
Free confidential assistance to lawyers, judges, paralegals and law students
with substance abuse problems. Weekly Other Bar 12-Step Meetings are held
in many areas, and others are being established. For times and locations, or
to start a meeting in your area, contact the number or website below.
Provider of Certified MCLE Instructors
Confidential Hotline: (800) 222-0767 • www.otherbar.org

REFERRALS
PERSONAL INJURY REFERRALS REQUESTED
Over 25 years experience representing injury victims. Practice dedicated solely
to Personal Injury. Each client given prompt, courteous attention. Please call
Mark V. Murphy, Attorney, we have both Antioch and San Ramon Offices
Call 925-552-9900.
Referrals sought for: Debt collection,
judgment enforcement, creditors’ rights cases
Pleasanton attorney. Fully experienced in all aspects of debt collection cases,
creditors’ rights cases, judgment enforcement, and related matters. We succeed
in enforcing judgments and debts where others fail. Designated a Certified
Specialist in Creditors’ Rights (American Board of Certification). Designated
a Super Lawyer of Northern California (Law & Politics Magazine). Also
experienced in complex business litigation and complex commercial litigation. More than 27 years of civil litigation experience. Free initial telephone
consultation. Call Stephen G. Opperwall at (925) 417-0300, or e-mail to
steve.opperwall@comcast.net

Any EACBA member wishing to place
a classified ad in the Flim Flam may
do so for no charge by emailing
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com.
Ads will be published on a space
available basis and a publication date cannot be guaranteed. Ads for law
office related materials will have
publication priority.
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I dined at Miss Pearl’s Jam House in the 1980’s when it was located at San Francisco’s Phoenix Hotel. What I remember
most was the bad location; our car trunk was broken into during dinner and the following was stolen: a pull-out car
stereo and two leather motorcycle jackets. Ah, the Eighties…
Miss Pearl has since relocated to the up-and-coming Jack London Square. Now on the waterfront, with gorgeous
ocean views, Miss Pearl’s offers exotic island recipes and Caribbean inspired cocktails. It majors in Caribbean recipes
with a minor in Asian Rim, Creole and Cajun stylings. Popular items include Crispy Catfish Fingers, Black Eye Pea
Fritters, and Jumbo Sea Scallops in a Potato Crust, as well as Island Gazpacho, sweet potato fries and Jam’min Beef
Short Ribs, which are slow-cooked with ginger, soy sauce and allspice. For libations, Miss Pearl’s offers island-style
cocktails like its signature Rum Punch, sangria, infused rums and a Miss Pearl’s tradition – Jello Shots.
The décor merits its own paragraph. Designer Michael Brennan (Domaine Chandon, Cortez) transformed the former
Jack’s Bistro into a seaside mansion of an eccentric, cocktail-loving (and fictitious) Miss Pearl. Miss Pearl’s seaside estate
includes a large bar and lounge, semi-open kitchen, a series of indoor dining rooms, a small private dining space, and
adjacent seating on two patios with waterfront views. It features a bar counter top made from faux sea treasures and
several eclectic wall-mounted displays (“Cabinets of curiosity”), such as a vintage purse collection. Each room has a
different eclectic design motif within the overall island theme: abalone shell walls, rich fabrics, chairs covered in pearl
essence, reconditioned light fixtures, and herringbone floors. Not to mention, the lush sea-side views…
I dined there as part of a large group. When I entered, the live music at the front was unduly loud; luckily our group
was seated in the back where the music could be enjoyed in addition to being able to talk to your neighbor without
shouting. Even though we were in a back room, we still enjoyed the water views.
We started with tasty and fresh crab cakes and calamari with Cajun-inspired aioli. The salad was simple but worked
well: butter lettuce covered in delicately-cooked succotash in a complementary mild Cajun dressing. I had the Grilled
Skirt Steak with horseradish-garlic puree and onion rings. Everything was divine, fresh and delicious, including the
onion ring topper. The portion was just right – it was filling without resorting to Claim Jumper-esque impossibility
of size. Dessert was a Tres Leche Cake with Passionfruit & strawberry sauces which was light and heavenly. Our wait
staff was excellent – they handled a large group perfectly, always attentive and very friendly.
~ Jennifer E. Henry, Esquire
Lozano Smith • 2000 Crow Canyon Place, Suite 200 • San Ramon, CA 94583 • (925)302-2010
Eastern Alameda County Bar Association
c/o – Law Offices of Cynthia L. M. Brown
6200 Stoneridge Mall Road, Suite 300
Pleasanton, California 94588

Karen Heller Berdy
Patrick A. Gunn
Tod Gurney
Michael E. Kyle
Bench/Bar Liaison
Catosha Woods
Gerald Prettyman
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